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3. The following proposal is being submitted for:
SIM Camp Epsilon (campers entering grades 8-9, pre-algebra background)

4. Course Title
Counting: An Introduction to Combinatorics

5. Please write a brief (one to two paragraph) description of the content you would like to teach at
SIM Camp. Please also list any references for activities/material (e.g. textbooks, activities you plan
to borrow/adapt from other sources). 
We will explore the math behind different methods of counting. Students will learn the
definitions of combinations and permutations and figure out a method for counting
them. They will learn ideas such as the multiplication principle and how these ideas
relate to probability. Using integer partitions, they will be introduced to the idea of a
bijection. They will answer questions such as “How many five digit numbers with distinct
digits are there?” and “What is my chance of winning the lottery?” Resources: -MIT’s
open courseware high school course in combinatorics: https://ocw.mit.edu/high-school/
mathematics/combinatorics-the-fine-art-of-counting/ -Ramblings of a Math Mom blog: https://
mathmomblog.wordpress.com/2007/12/25/teaching-counting-and-combinatorics/

6. Please write a rough outline of content, and list specific learning objectives that you think are
reasonable to cover over the four-day period. You may assume roughly 2.5 hours of instructional
time per day.
Learning goals: -Define Combinations and Permutations -Students will be able to derive
the formulas that count combinations and permutations -Students will understand what
bijections are and why they are useful in Mathematics. Day 1: What is combinatorics? Talk
about counting number of possibilities. Introduce counting/multiplication principle with
exercises pertaining to counting lists. Define combinations and permutations Day 2: Review
combinations and permutations, practice counting each type, starting with permutations
working toward deriving the formulas to count each type of object Day 3: Applications to
probability, define independent and mutually exclusive events, Day 4: What is a bijection?
Introduce definition of integer partition. Students find their own bijections using Ferrers
diagrams

7. Please use the space below to explain why you want to teach this particular content to this
particular age group. Please include how you think the content can be adapted to be accessible to
the age group, and why you think that the students would find your course interesting.
The mathematics in this course requires very little formal background, so it is perfect
for Camp Epsilon. However, it covers topics that are not often taught in school. When
combinatorics is introduced in schools, it is usually introduced starting with the formulas for
combinations and permutations. However, by allowing the students to derive the formulas
themselves, we can show them the joy of what professional mathematicians do. By adding
the section on Partitions, this course also covers different topics than what students
typically see at math enrichment events.

8. Please upload a sample activity for a 40-45 minute segment of one day of class that is
appropriate for the age group. If it is not an introductory activity, please list the topics that are
assumed knowledge from previous class periods.
https://illinois.edu/fb/fileAuth/hburso2@illinois.edu_Q8_date_20161130_id_146247.docx
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What%is%Combinatorics:%Basic%Counting%principles%
%

Introduction%to%Permutations%
%

Background%Knowledge:%By%this%point,%students%will%know%the%multiplication%
principle%and%a%few%different%ways%to%organize%lists%while%enumerating%(i.e%tree%
diagrams).%They%will%have%seen%the%definition%of%a%permutation,%but%they%might%not%
remember%it.%
%
Learning%objectives:%
GStudents%will%know%the%definition%of%a%permutation.%
GStudents%will%derive%the%formula%that%counts%permutations%
%
Definition:%When%we%count%permutations,of%n%objects%taken%k%at%a%time,%we%are%
counting%the%number%of%ways%we%can%make%a%line%of%k%objects%from%our%set%of%n%
objects.%%
%
Note:%Since%we%are%making%a%line,%the%order%that%the%objects%are%listed%matters!%
%
Start%with%the%“easy”%examples:%
%
Alice,%Bob,%and%George%all%arrive%at%Jarlings%at%the%same%time.%%How%many%ways%can%
they%stand%in%line?%
%

1.! all%students%should%list%the%lines%that%are%possible%on%a%piece%of%paper%
2.! have%students%think%about%the%best%way%to%make%sure%they%listed%all%

possibilities.%%This%part%should%result%in%creating%a%tree%diagram%
3.! think%about%how%a%line%is%formed:%how%many%people%could%be%first%in%line?%

Then,%if%we%have%already%picked%the%person%who%is%first%in%line,%how%many%
people%can%go%next?%%Continue%

4.! How%many%possibilities%are%there%total,%using%the%multiplication%principle.%
5.! State%that%3*2*1=3!%
6.! How%would%this%change%if%Hannah%also%arrived%at%the%same%time?%
7.! Now%generalize:%How%many%ways%can%you%form%a%line%of%n%people.%

%
Next,%we%move%on%to%the%slightly%harder%question%
%
Betsy%likes%to%make%beaded%necklaces.%She%has%5%different%colors%of%beads.%%Once%she%
picks%a%pattern,%she%repeats%it%throughout%the%whole%necklace.%%Let’s%decide%how%
many%different%necklaces%she%can%make%given%a%few%different%constraints.%
%
Constraint%1:%Betsy%must%pick%a%pattern%of%3%different%colored%beads%to%repeat%in%a%
row.%%How%many%different%patterns%can%she%pick?%%
%



To%solve%this%problem,%give%each%group%a%set%of%different%colored%beads.%%Have%them%
find%as%many%arrangements%of%three%beads%from%that%set%as%possible.%%Can%they%list%
the%sets%in%a%more%methodical%way?%%%
Ask%similar%questions%to%those%for%the%“easy”%part%to%help%students%work%towards%the%
formula.%%%
%
Constraint%2:%Betsy%wants%to%pick%a%pattern%of%4%beads,%but%she%now%allows%repeating%
colors.%%How%many%different%patterns%can%she%pick?%
%
Give%students%a%set%of%20%beads,%4%each%of%five%colors.%
%
Repeat%constraint%2%but%with%patterns%of%2G6%beads.%Have%students%notice%any%
patterns%they%find.%
%
Regroup%to%go%over%what%we%found.%%If%time,%we%can%list%the%formulas%on%the%board,%
but%remind%the%students%that%now%that%they%know%where%the%formulas%come%from,%
they%do%not%need%to%memorize%them.%%
%
Timing:%This%could%easily%be%more%than%can%be%done%in%40%minutes.%%It%is%important%
that%students%make%it%through%constraint%one%on%the%bead%problem.%%The%examples%
beyond%that%will%be%useful%if%we%have%students%who%have%seen%the%formulas%before,%
but%are%not%absolutely%necessary.%


